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Areas of Strength Areas for Improvement Recent Improvements

Connor Schroeder 6'2" *** **** **** *** **** **** P
G

, 
S

G
, 

W
, 

H
i-

P
o

st

Great outside shooting; Good ball 

handling and decision making at point; 

Good passing

Core and Leg strength (vertical jump and 

lateral quickness); Flexibility; Defensive 

anticipation in man; More physical picking; 

Driving more effectively off the dribble; 

Verbal communication and leadership;

Much better ball handling; Defense is 

getting better; Beginning to drive more 

effectively to create better passing 

opportunities

Kaleb Bohrnstedt 6'2" *** *** **** **** **** **** S
G

, 
W

, 
H

i-
P

o
st

, 
P

G

Very good defender; Very good ball 

handler; Good passer; Very smart player; 

Great fundamentals across the board

Agressiveness in the paint (driving); 

Confidence in shot (good shooter, but 

doesn't shoot enough);

First season with U14s; Increasingly 

confident at the PG and SG roles (U13s 

generally had him down low);

Josh Hefta 5'10" **** ** *** **** *** **** W
, 

H
i-

P
o

st

Very powerful and aggressive; Great 

speed; Great defender; Very good 

rebounder; Great baseline drive; Very 

smart and reactive player

Shooting (all aspects); Defensive 

positioning; Shooting; Finishing down low

Jack Hale 6'1" **** * ** **** *** **** H
i-

P
o

st
, 

Lo
-P

o
st

Very powerful and aggressive; Great 

speed; Very good rebounder; Gets to the 

line; Great free throw shooter

All shooting other than free throws 

(especially layups - fine motor skills); 

Decision making; Passing; Defensive 

positioning;

Recently focused on and improved 

dramatically free throw ability (best on 

team); Offensive rebounds and put-backs 

(getting to the line);

Brett Palmer 5'9" *** *** *** **** *** **** S
G

, 
W

, 
Lo

-P
o

st

Great rebounder (one of the shorter guys, 

but great positioning, footwork and 

agressiveness); Good outside shooter; 

Powerful drive

Conditioning; Speed; Finishing down low; 

Decision making in traffic;

Outside shooting and passing have 

improved a good deal;

Christian Green 6'4" ** ** ** *** *** **** Lo
-P

o
st

, 
H

i-
P

o
st

Blocking! 4-7 blocks per game; 

Rebounding (gets good position); Very 

long arms

Speed (quickness and leg strength); 

Shooting in tight; Ball handling; Decision 

making; Staying vertical on blocks;

Will Murray 5'6" **** *** ** ** *** *** S
G

, 
P

G
, 

W

Good shooting; Good driving; Very good 

defender when reminded; Quick feet; 

When composed, a very good ball 

handler;

Ball handling under pressure (a lot of 

turnovers on walks, bobbles and ill-advised 

passes); Game psychology (one turnover 

leads to a string of turnovers as he tries 

harded and harded to compensate); Focus 

at practice (can be a bit of a cut-up); A 

better cross-over; Man defense has improved significantly;

Tyler Barry 5'11" ** *** *** ** *** *** W
, 

Lo
-P

o
st

, 
P

G

Good shooting; Good driving; Good ball 

handling; Aggressive in the paint;

Speed; Core and Leg strength (vertical 

jump and lateral quickness); Flexibility; 

Decision making in transition; Decision 

making in the paint; Irritable;

Conditioning has improved greatly; Ball 

handling has improved; 

Adam Ferguson 5'6" *** *** *** *** ** **** P
G

Good ball handling; Good driver and 

passer; Speed of play (very methodical);

Dribbling with his head up and passing 

have improved;

Dylan Turman 5'8" *** *** *** *** ** **** S
G

, 
W

, 
P

G

Good outside shooter; Fast; Good 

defender; Solid ball-handler;

Footwork; Driving; Decision making in 

transition; Rebounding; Shooting and ball handling have improved;

Chris Long 5'4" *** ** *** *** ** **** P
G

, 
S

G
, 

W Good ball handling; Great driver and 

passer (Smallest guy on the team and one 

of the best Drivers!);

Game psychology (once flustered it's very 

difficult to get his confidence back up for 

the rest of the game - result is many more 

turnovers); Recognizing the passing 

siutations he has created;

Speed of play has increased (runs the 

break much better than the year before);

Adam Vaught 6'5" *** ** ** * ** ** Lo
-P

o
st

, 
H

i-
P

o
st

Big presence in the paint; When focused 

and working hard, is a big offensive and 

defensive threat; Good hand-eye 

coordination

Conditioning; Defensive positioning; 

Rebounding (especially offensive); Staying 

Vertical; Not fouling; Attitude and focus at 

practice (big cut-up - frustrates other 

players); Keeping composure in games 

(once lost, performance suffers 

dramatically)

Composure during games has gotten much 

better since last season



First Name2 Last Name2 Notes 1st Sport 2nd Sport 3rd Sport

Connor Schroeder

Unlike his little brother and sister, is still willing to listen to his dad/coach (although there are signs that this may soon 

come to an end); Because of a lack of consistency at the PG position, Connor moved to point for the majority of the AAU 

season, and did very well. For his other team in Charlottesville, he plays shooting guard; Because of both, his ball-handling 

ability and confidence has increased substantially; He needs to be much more vocal on the court and start accepting more 

of a leadership role; His shooting is getting more consistent; In AAU, he averaged 21pts/game with a high of 37. However, 

he only made it to the line about 6 times all season (but at least they were at the end of the season).

Basketball 

(recently 

decided on 

Basketball 

over Soccer) Soccer

Friends are 

trying to talk 

him in to 

football this 

fall

Kaleb Bohrnstedt

7th Grader

Best fundamental player on team; Recently moved from WV; Has obviously been playing basketball as long as many 

Blacksburg kids have been playing soccer. Works well in a team atmosphere and makes the players around him better. 

Kaleb, like Connor, is also playing for the East Coast Fusion out of Charlottesville, but for the U13s. If he keeps growing he'll 

make a great power or small forward. Great attitude. Basketball

Football (not 

really 1st and 

2nd, very good 

quaterback)

Josh Hefta

Probably the best combination of speed, agressiveness, confidence and "gung-ho" attitude on the team; Can defend just 

about anyone, big or small, and enjoys doing it (the kind of kid that has "bring it on!" in his eyes when he's defending 

somebody. Teach him to shoot and he'll have a very good basketball career (especially if he grows a couple more inches); 

Could be really good at small forward. Josh is apparently considered the top player on both the BMS football team and the 

local club lacrosse team; Lacrosse Football

Basketball 

(could tie with 

Football)

Jack Hale

Close second to Josh on all-around speed, agressiveness, and "go-getum" attitude; Better rebounder; He was our "Dennis 

Rodman" for defense and rebounding. Shooting and decision making in transition really need some focus, and he has really 

been working on them; Definitiely want to keep him interested in basketball; he and Josh will make two scary line-backers Football Baseball

Basketball 

(could replace 

Baseball for 

2nd)

Brett Palmer

Brett has had serious foot and knee problems for a couple of years and his conditioning shows it; Those problems seem to 

have resolved and he's now showing that he's one of the best natural athletes on the team; Consistently outplays larger 

and faster opponents; Once his speed improves he will be better in transition; Great attitude Baseball Football

Basketball 

(could be 1st)

Christian Green

Christian was on Connor's rec team last year. The coach and I worked with him on positioning and rebounding. He 

improved dramatically generally getting both blocks and points in the double digits (18 blocks in one game!); In faster-

paced AAU games, his speed was an issue, although it mostly seems to be a matter of conditioning (so he was used most 

effectively in zone half-court sets). He and Jack Hale were generally our top two rebounders (per minute); He could work 

really well down low against a 2-3 or in a 4-1 offense. Basketball

Will Murray

With some intense focus and practice, Will could be a great shooting guard; He's very fast, a good ball handler, a good 

shooter, and a solid driver; Under pressure though his ball handling and passing suffer a great deal, and that can make the 

game mentally very tough for him; I believe consistent, prolonged exposure to a fast-paced game would address much of 

this; Soccer

Basketball 

(seems to be 

liking more 

than Soccer 

lately)

Could be a 

great running 

back if he 

wanted

Tyler Barry

We only had Tyler half the season before baseball started, but in that time it was evident that his conditioning had really 

improved and that he had become a solid and aggressive driver; He drives the baseline well and has a nice pull-up jumper; 

Once he drives though he loses focus of the floor and the passing opportunities that he has created; He has trouble 

defending in transition, but does well in a half-court set. Tends to get frustrated. Could play a good small forward.

Baseball (very 

focused on 

Baseball) Basketball

Adam Ferguson

We only had Adam half the season before soccer started, but it that time it was evident that his ball-handing abilities have 

continued to improve and that he was much better at reading the floor and getting the ball down court in transition; 

However, he is still very methodical and it is hard to get him to speed up; He has always had a nice inside drive, but he has 

now started recognizing the passing situations he has created and has started using them. I think Adam would have a shot 

at a guard position, but I don't believe he will be trying out for JV (very focused on extra training in soccer)

Soccer (very 

focused on 

Soccer) Basketball

Dylan Turman

Dylan is a good all-around athlete and has a great attitude; He was able to step in at PG and do a very solid job when 

needed; On the wing, his outside shooting has gotten much better; We only had him half the season before baseball 

started, but he was probably second or third in 3-pointers during that time; Defensively, he is very fast and can stay on 

most anybody; He needs to work on being a more aggressive rebounder, but this may come as he grows;

Baseball (very 

focused on 

Baseball) Basketball

Chris Long

We only had Chris for half the season before soccer started, but in that time it was evident that he was able to play a much 

faster pace game than the previous year. His driving abilities have also improved. Once he drives though he loses focus of 

the floor and the passing opportunities that he has created; I think Chris would have a shot at a guard position, but I don't 

believe he will be trying out for JV (very focused on soccer)

Soccer (very 

focused on 

Soccer) Basketball

Adam Vaught

Adam SHOULD be an absolute MONSTER in the paint (he's not even done growing yet!); If he gets serious about 

conditioning and basketball, he could really have a future; He has very good natural athletic ability and good hand-eye 

coordination, but conditioing and maturity level get in the way; I was hard pressed to use him in any fast-paced games; 

Probably only 4th or 5th in rebouding; Played only two games without fouling out (although it was the last two ofthe 

season and certainly his best); Football Basketball Lacrosse


